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The lack of cybersecurity is a threat to individuals, small businesses, and large corporations. There
are steps you can take to protect yourself, your family, and your business.
Our in-house team of Information Technology (IT) experts has over 70+ years of combined IT
experience and provides all of our locations with the highest levels of cybersecurity. The team has
multiple employees that hold prestigious industry-standard certifications including Certified
Information Security Professional (CISSP), Certified Information Security Auditor (CISA), and Certified
Information Security Manager (CISM).

Current State of Cybersecurity
Cyber attacks in 2021 included high-profile data breaches including Solar Winds, Colonial Pipeline, and
dozens more that had significant economic and security-related impacts.
Incidents of ransomware increased and many small or medium-sized businesses (SMBs) were
targeted. Significant issues within infrastructure and weaknesses in the supply chain were identified,
targeted, and exploited by enemies at higher rates than before.
A number of businesses remain unaware and unprepared for cyberattacks and security breaches.
There are steps to take and precautions businesses can put into place to help mitigate a cyber attack.

Cybersecurity Trends
Businesses suffered 50% MORE cyberattack attempts per week in 2021.
New data shows cyberattack attempts at an all-time high in Q4 2021, partly due to
Log4j.
The education/research sector sustained the most attacks in 2021, followed by
government/military and communications. (See chart below)

SMBs were an easier target for hackers because of their lack of resources and
security expertise.
According to Accenture's Cost of Cybercrime Study, 43% of cyber attacks are
aimed at small businesses, but only 14% are prepared to defend themselves.
Sources: Check Point Software
Darkreading.com

SMBs Cybersecurity Statistics

Source: Forbes.com

43%

of all data breaches involve small and
medium-sized businesses (SMBs).

61%

of all SMBs have reported at least one
cyber attack during the previous year.

83%

of SMBs are not financially prepared to
recover from a cyber attack.

40%

of SMBs that faced a sever cyber attack
experienced at least eight hours of
downtime.

85%

of managed service providers (MSPs)
considered ransomware one of the
biggest threats to their SMB clients.

91%

of small businesses haven't purchased
cyber liability insurance, leaving them
unprepared.

14%

of small businesses consider their cyber
attack and risk mitigation ability as highly
effective.

43%

of SMBs do not have any cybersecurity
plan in place.

52%

of SMBs do not have any IT security experts
in-house.

Ransomware

By the Numbers

37% of businesses
WERE HIT BY
RANSOMWARE IN 2021

ON AVERAGE IT COSTS BUSINESSES

$1.85 MILLION

TO RECOVER FROM AN ATTACK IN 2021.

$20 BILLION

THE TOTAL COST OF RANSOMWARE
IN 2021

$50 MILLION

THE LARGEST RANSOM DEMAND IN 2021

IN 2031, RANSOMWARE WILL
COST THE WORLD

$265 BILLION

32% of victims

PAID A RANSOM DEMAND IN 2021

ON AVERAGE, PAYING VICTIMS RECOVERED ONLY

65% of their data

57% of companies
RECOVERED THEIR DATA USING A
CLOUD BACKUP

IN 2021, EVERY

11 SECONDS

A COMPANY WAS HIT BY RANSOMWARE
Source: Cloudwards

Steps You Can Take to Protect
Yourself & Your Family
Enable Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
By implementing a second layer of identification,
like a confirmation text message or email, a
code from an authentication app, a fingerprint or
Face ID, or best yet, a FIDO key, you're giving your
bank, email provider, or any other site you're
logging into the confidence that it is you.
MFA can make you 99% less likely to get hacked.
Enable MFA on your:
Email
Social Media
Online Shopping
Remember that your bank or another
Financial Services accounts
financial service will never randomly call,
Gaming services
Steaming entertainment accounts
email, or text you asking for sensitive

Secure your Mobile Device
Utilize all of your smartphone's security
measures, especially if you use mobile banking
apps. Make sure you can lock your phone with
a pin, facial recognition, pattern, or fingerprint.

information. Call the business' main phone
number as verification instead.
Don't Open Suspicious Emails
More than 90% of successful cyber attacks start
with a phishing email. This is when a link or
webpage looks legitimate, but it's a trick designed by
bad actors to have you reveal your passwords,
social security number, credit card number, or other
sensitive information. Once they have that
information, they can use it on legitimate sites. They
may try to get you to run malicious software, also
known as malware. If it's a link you don't recognize,
trust your instincts, and think before you click.

Update your Software Automatically
Hackers exploit flaws in systems. Update the
operating system on your mobile phones, tablets,
and laptops. Update your applications, especially
the web browsers on all devices. Utilize automatic
updates when available.

More Steps You Can Take to
Protect Yourself & Your Family
Avoid Using Browser Autofill
It's best practice NOT to save your credentials
when you sign into a website. If your device is
compromised, this gives hackers unrestricted
access to all of your accounts. If you want to
save your credentials, use a secure software
such as LastPass or Bitwarden.

Use the Mobile Banking App
If you are extra cautious, you can download
your bank's mobile app, using that instead of
accessing it from your desktop. Unfortunately,
computers get hit with the most malicious
attacks. While every single device has the
potential to get hacked, it's just not as
common for mobile devices. Accessing your
cellular network and logging into your bank
account will typically give you the most
protection.

Avoid Using Public Internet
It's better to connect to your phone's hotspot
than use public WIFI. If you must connect to
public WIFI, utilize a trusted VPN software.

Don't Open Suspicious Emails
More than 90% of successful cyber attacks start
with a phishing email. This is when a link or
webpage looks legitimate, but it's a trick designed
by bad actors to have you reveal your passwords,
social security number, credit card number, or other
sensitive information. Once they have that
information, they can use it on legitimate sites. They
may try to get you to run malicious software, also
known as malware. If it's a link you don't recognize,
trust your instincts, and think before you click.

Create Different Strong/Unique
Passwords for Every Account
It may be inconvenient, but it will help protect your
accounts against hackers. Hackers hardly ever
manually guess passwords. They trick you into giving it
to them via phishing emails, data breaches, or stateof-the-art computers that run thousands of known
password variations per second to try to break into
accounts.

Set Up Banking Text Alerts
Set up bank text alerts for your account so that
anytime a large sum of money is drawn from your
account, you'll be alerted. Text notifications allow you to
act quickly on any suspicious activity in your bank
account. If you receive a text that your balance has
dropped unexpectedly and you haven't made any
transactions, you can contact the bank immediately.

How to Protect Your Business
Assign an Information Security Officer

Focus on Continuity

No matter the size of the organization,
someone should be assigned to this role.
ISOs should be empowered to make
decisions to ensure the safety, mitigate the
risks, and ensure the entire organization
understands the role of cybersecurity.

Recognizing finite resources, investments in
security and resilience should be focused on
those systems supporting critical business
functions. You should insure that critical
business functions can remain available
subsequent to a cyber intrusion.

Participate in Disaster Testing

Plan for the Worst

Ensure senior management and staff
participate in cyber incident tabletop
exercises to practice how your organization
will manage a major cyber incident, to not
only your company, but also companies
within your supply chain.

Organizations should plan for the worst-case
scenario. You should ensure that measures
can be taken to protect your organization's
most critical assets in case of an intrusion,
including disconnecting high-impact parts of
the network if necessary.

Reduce the Likelihood of a Damaging Cyber Intrusion
Validate that all remote access to the organization's network and privileged or administrative
access requires multi-factor authentication (MFA).
Ensure software is updated, prioritizing updates that address known vulnerabilities.
Confirm that IT personnel have disabled all ports and protocols that are not essential for
business purposes.
If the organization is using cloud services, ensure IT personnel have reviewed and
implemented strong controls outlined in CISA's guidance as an example.

Take Steps to Quickly Detect a Potential Intrusion
Ensure that IT personnel are focused on identifying and quickly assessing any unexpected or
unusual network behavior. Enable logging processes to investigate issues or events.
Confirm the organization's entire network is protected by antivirus/antimalware software and
that signatures in these tools are updated.

Ensure the Organization is Prepared to Respond if an Intrusion Occurs
Designate a crisis response team with main points of contact for a suspected cybersecurity
incident and roles/responsibilities within the organization, including technology,
communications, legal and business continuity.
Assure availability of key personnel; identify means to provide surge support for responding
to an incident.
Conduct a tabletop exercise to ensure that all participants understand their roles during an
incident.

Maximize the Organization's Resilience to a Destructive Cyber Incident
Test backup procedures to ensure that critical data can be rapidly restored if the
organization is impacted by ransomware or a destructive cyberattack; ensure that backups
are isolated from network connections.
If using industrial control systems or operational technology, conduct a test of manual
controls to ensure that critical functions remain operable if the organization's network is
unavailable or untrusted.

If You Believe You've Been
Compromised
Contact your local bank branch and staff can assist you
with protecting your accounts.
For non-banking related issues, industry best practices include:
Change your passwords and assure they are strong and unique for every account.
If you were compromised via your computer, it's best practice to take your computer to an IT
professional. They can assess any issues and take the required actions to clean your
computer of harmful malware.
If your email was compromised, change your password and review your account to assure
there's no forwarding rules going to a hacker.
If your identity was stolen, it's best practice to change your passwords wherever possible and
inform your financial institutions. Review your financial transaction and credit reports for any
fraudulent activity. It is also best practice to freeze your credit, if possible, to protect further
fraudulent accounts from being opened in your name.
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